Early
years

Le corps et
les couleurs

Bonjour!
Children learn basic greetings and
develop early conversational
French, being able to ask others
how they are.name.

Children are
introduced to French
phonics with the
vocabulary of parts of
the body.

Le corps

Je me
présente

La météo

Vocabulary to describe
foods, later vocabulary
introduced to order food at
the café and restaurant
and express likes and
dislikes. Children will also
learn about traditional
dishes of French speaking
countries

Year
three

Children introduced to
France. They will compare London and
Paris, learn about famous landmarks,
compass points and French regions.

La France

La nourriture

Year
four

La Famille

Family member vocabulary introduced.
Recap on how to use adjectives to allow
children to discuss and describe their
family members and friends as well as
their hobbies.

Children explore the
continents and some
animals.

Children start to ask questions and express
their opinions with the vocabulary of fruits
and vegetables.

Children learn some nocturnal animals
vocabulary and work on the book ‘un peu
perdu’ to develop their ability to
understand stories in French..

Children learn how to use
the key phrases ‘It is’ and ‘I
have’ with the vocabulary
of pets and siblings.

Children learn classroom
instructions, stationary items and
how to ask for something politely in
French. They work on the book ‘je
veux manger’.

Le sport

Pets vocabulary introduced.
Children are made aware that nouns are given
genders and focus is placed on ‘un’ and ‘une. Later
focus placed on pluralising nouns and then
describing with colours (word order and adjectival
agreement)
Sports and hobbies language introduced.
Children comment in conversation about
their hobbies, when they do them and
their opinions. They start learning about
how to use verbs in French.

L’Espace
Children will learn how to
describe the planets using
more complex sentences
and comparatives.

Children
learn some
of the
animals in
the
rainforest.

Year
two

Children will learn the seasons,
months and numbers to 31.
Children use these to says when
their birthday is.

Les animaux

Dans la
classe

Year
six

Children learn
toys vocabulary.

Les animaux
Mon
nocturnes
anniversaire

Les fruits et
légumes

Le monde
La forêt
tropicale

Les jouets
Children recap
greetings and
numbers to 12 and
learn days of the
week

Children learn
numbers to 10 and
some animals with the
book ‘Maman’

Family

On y va

Year
one

Maman

Children learn parts
of the body and the
colours through a
story and songs..

Children revisit the vocabulary
of greetings in more details
and learn how to introduce
and describe themselves.

More phonics are
introduced and
children learn phrases
to describe the
weather .

Mini
beasts

Children explore
French sounds and
learn about
insects through
songs and rhymes.

Through the music of St
Saens, children will
learn how to adapt
phrases to describe
animals and their
habitat, tell the time
and recognise music
instruments.

Le carnival des
animaux
Children are introduced to
the pronouns he/she and
possessives his/her to talk
about other’s birthday and
learn about the
Francophonie

Moi et les
autres

Year
five

